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PetBoogaloo.com Announces Free Program to Help Pet Rescues and Pet
Shelters

PetBoogalo is providing a free service to bring more exposure to pets in pet rescues and
shelters to increase the odds that a pet will be adopted into a loving home.

Denver, CO (PRWEB) May 28, 2006 -- Petboogaloo.com today announced their new rescue and shelter
program which is designed to give free access to pet rescue and shelter programs around the world. This
completely free service is offered as a public service to help the animals that enrich our lives. Individuals and
organizations that offer shelter and rescue for any type of pet are welcome to join. The added exposure to the
sites will increase the odds that a pet will be adopted into a loving home.

"We believe animal lovers should stick together and do what we can to help these pets," says Rita Wilhelm,
owner and founder of PetBoogaloo, "We feel the added exposure on our site will mean that more people will
want to adopt the pets that are currently in these rescues and shelters." PetBoogaloo already has one participant
who thought this was a great idea to help place ferrets that were discarded or no longer wanted. Letting more
people see these pets will ensure they get adopted as quickly as possible to loving homes.

Each pet that need to be rescued or adopted, can have a personalized blog, photo and video, which will help the
organization get more exposure to people who may be willing to adopt the pet. The more exposure the pet has
and the more personalized the profile is, the better chances the pet has to become adopted. Once the pet is
adopted, the new family can continue to blog about the pet so other people can keep track of the pet’s progress!

PetBoogaloo also provides the organization a free, custom community portal. These custom portals, will list all
the pets that need to be adopted from that shelter. This can be added to the organization’s own website and will
also be featured on the PetBoogaloo site.

About PetBoogaloo
PetBoogaloo was founded by Rita Wilhelm in 2006 to provide an all inclusive space for people to have fun,
laugh, and enjoy their pet with other like-minded pet lovers from around the world. This free site is available to
people from around the world. Pet Boogaloo may be found online at www.petboogaloo.com.
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Contact Information
Rita Wilhelm
PetBoogaloo
http://www.petboogaloo.com/page/page/3448509.htm
303-338-1552

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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